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“I have such passion for the sport.  

And I love what I do every single day... 

I couldn’t ask for more.”

INTRODUCTION 

 Simone Biles is an American artistic gymnast and one of the foremost athletes of our 
time. She was a star of the 2016 Olympics, winning gold for the all-around, vault, and floor 
as well as bronze for the balance beam. At that same Olympics, she helped the U.S. team,  
a.k.a the “Final Five,” take home gold. She holds the record for the most gold medals for  
an American female gymnast at a single Olympic Games.
  Simone’s record at the World Artistic Gymnastics Championships is unmatched. She 
has been undefeated in the all-around competition since 2013 and is the most decorated 
female gymnast in world championships history, winning 20 total medals: 14 gold, 3 silver, 
and 3 bronze. She is the first female gymnast to win three consecutive World All-Around 
titles, the first female African American all-around World Champion, and the first U.S. 
gymnast of either gender to win a World medal in every event. She has been a member of 
three gold medal–winning national teams at Worlds. With the addition of her recent win at 
the 2019 U.S. Gymnastics Championships, she has now clinched 21 all-around titles in the 
last six years. 
 She presently has two skills named in her honor: the Biles on floor and the Biles on 
vault, the latter being one of two skills on vault that has the highest difficulty score (6.4) in 
the Code of Points. She has been named one of Time magazine’s Most Influential People in 
the World. And she achieved all this by the age of 21.
 Whether you’re just starting your gymnastics career or have been training for years, 
Simone wants to help you improve your technique by perfecting the basics of the sport 
and then using those basics to execute more advanced moves. This workbook contains a 
training program with drills and conditioning exercises designed to complement the skills 
Simone teaches you in each lesson. 
 Dedicate a notebook to this class. In it, track your physical and mental training 
goals as well as your progress with achieving various skills. Keep in mind that your training 
will differ depending on your strengths and level. Working with a coach and using proper 
equipment will allow you to safely and effectively create a personalized gymnastics plan 
that builds off the exercises and drills offered in this workbook.
 Regardless of your level, we recommend that you use caution and master the funda-
mentals before you move on to more complex skills and drills. Complete each phase at your 
own pace, and rewatch the videos as needed. Welcome to Simone Biles’s MasterClass.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AppArAtus: A piece of equipment 
that’s used in gymnastics, like the 
vault table or the balance beam.

Block: The way you bounce or 
pop off of your hands after they 
touch down after a handspring, 
for example.

cAst to hAndstAnd: A skill that 
involves propelling, or “casting,” 
the body up to a vertical handstand 
position on the bar.

code of points: A rule book 
that contains the official rules 
and scoring/judging system for a 
gymnastics association. The Code 
of Points used at both the Olympics 
and World Championships is estab-
lished by the Fédération Internatio-
nale de Gymnastique (FIG). 

comBinAtion pAss: A series 
in which one skill leads right into 
another skill.

deduction: The points removed 
from a gymnast’s score to account 
for errors.

dismount: A skill that allows you 
to leave an apparatus at the end of 
a routine, whether for uneven bars, 
beam, or vault. 

element: Another name for a skill.

entry: A hurdle for a vault, includ-
ing any skill before the board until 
you touch the vault table.

flic-flAc: Another term for 
a handspring.

full or full turn: A 360° rota-
tion around the vertical axis of the 
body. This movement can occur in a 
floor or beam routine with one foot 
on the floor in relevé. A “full” can 
also refer to a twist during a vault 
or dismount. 

GiAnt: A swing around the high 
bar in which the body is fully 
extended and moves 360° around 
the bar. 

hAlf-in, hAlf-out: A double 
salto, or flip, with a half twist on 
the first flip and a half twist on the 
second flip. “In” indicates the first 
flip; “out,” the second. Similarly, a 
full-in indicates a full twist on the 
first flip, and a full-out means there 
is a full twist on the second flip. 

hollow Body or hollow 
position: A shape in which 
your arms are lifted overhead and 
squeezing your ears, your chest is 
rounded, or “hollow,” and your 
legs are straight. Your abdominals 
should be contracted, and your 
tailbone should be slightly tucked. 
This position allows you to generate 
or maintain momentum to execute 
complex skills.

pike: A body shape in which you’re 
bent (but not arched) at the waist.

power hurdle: A jump-lunge 
on floor. 

pressure set: A training tech-
nique to prepare for competition in 
which the “pressure” of an upcom-
ing meet is simulated.

releAse move: When both hands 
come off the bar and then grab the 
bar again.

sAlto: An antiquated name for a 
flip. It’s used in the official name of 
many skills. 

sAlute: A hand gesture at the 
beginning and end of a routine. 

support position or front 
support: The default position on 
the bar. Arms are straight, hands 
are on the bar, and the bar is in 
front of the hips. 

timer: A drill that focuses on one 
part of a particular skill (not on the 
complete skill) in order to practice 
the timing. To practice the end of 
a vault, for example, you might 
flip directly off the table without 
doing the run up to the springboard 
and table. 

tkAtchev: A same-bar release 
move on the uneven bars.

vAult runwAy: The runway lead-
ing up to the vault table.

yurchenko: A vault (and vault 
family) that begins with a roundoff 
entry onto the springboard and 
is followed by a back handspring 
onto the vaulting table and a flip 
off the table. A twist may be added 
on the way off or, in Simone’s case, 
between the springboard and 
the table.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federation_Internationale_de_Gymnastique
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federation_Internationale_de_Gymnastique
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SETTING GOALS AND CREATING A TRAINING PROGRAM

Ask yourself this: 

• What are you hoping to get out of your gymnastics training? 

• Do you want to have fun and perfect your form? 

• Do you want to compete regionally or on a national level?

• Do you dream of going all the way to the Olympics? 

Having a clear idea of your goals is a good place to start hitting some of those milestones.
In your notebook, title a page “My Goals” and make a list of at least five gymnastics 
short-term goals (getting more flexible, perfecting a certain skill) and five long-term goals 
(achieving a certain score in competition, working up to a complex vault or beam routine). 
You can jot down even more than five of each if you have them. Refer to this list as many 
times as you need to in order to keep you focused on your training plan.
 
To help you achieve your goals, we’ve compiled a starter program full of exercises to help 
you improve your gymnastics technique and strength. You can follow the drills on your 
own or use them to create a customized training plan with your coach. No matter how 
you utilize them, though, it’s important to remember that safety is a crucial component in 
gymnastics. Taking safety seriously will keep you performing at your best. Warm up before 
you dive into the day’s exercises. Know your limits and listen to your body. Make sure you 
have a coach’s spot before you attempt something difficult. Stay focused, stay aware, and 
practice constantly.
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“Every year I actually try to write down my  

short-term and long-term goals.... Really dial 

down and try to accomplish what you want.” 

DRILLS OVERVIEW

Gymnasts master complex skills by drilling the same movements over and over again until 
they are committed to “muscle memory.” The drills you’ll find here apply to the four events 
in women’s gymnastics: uneven bars, floor, balance beam, and vault. Below you’ll find a 
brief overview of each apparatus as well as a series of drills that you can practice on your 
own or under the supervision of your coach. In your notebook, dedicate 10 pages to each 
event, and keep track of the drills you’re working on in each skill week after week. Make 
note of how many repetitions you do during each practice session as well as any successes 
you have along the way. 

U N E V E N  B A R S

Performing well on the uneven bars requires upper-body strength and impeccable timing. 
Each movement should flow into the next without additional swings, and you don’t want to 
“muscle through,” or rush, your skills. The most dramatic skills for this event tend to be 
release moves—which could mean going from the low to high bar and vice versa or re-
leasing and regrasping the same bar—and dismounts.
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“There are times where I’m not as confident  

in some of the skills that I’m doing, but that’s 

when repetition comes into play.”

F L O O R

For many gymnasts, floor is the event that allows for the most personal expression.  
A typical routine is choreographed and performed to music and should last no more  
than 90 seconds. It must cover the entire span of the floor and include a number of 
requirements, like leaps and turns. Most gymnasts have four tumbling passes, which  
demand power and stamina. 

B A L A N C E  B E A M

Four feet off the ground and four inches wide, the balance beam is a mental and physical 
challenge, even for skills that are easily performed on the floor. Beam routines are 90 
seconds max, and you must use the full length of the beam (which is a little more than  
16 feet). Requirements for this event involve performing two or more elements in a row, a 
turn of at least 360 degrees on one foot, and a leap or jump with a 180-degree split  
or greater.
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VAU LT

For this event, you sprint down a narrow runway that’s 82 feet long, launch onto 
a springboard, and “vault” off a four-foot-high table. Judges evaluate for proper 
form, fast repulsion (how quickly you spring off the board or table), the height 
and distance achieved, and the number of flips and twists in a vault. If you’re more 
advanced, chances are you’ll perform a Yurchenko “entry,” which means a roundoff 
onto the springboard and back handspring onto the vault table. Simone’s signature 
vault, the Biles, includes a Yurchenko half-on entry (“half-on” means she adds a half 
twist between the springboard and table) and a front layout with two twists off. 
 



BASIC  
UNEVEN 
BARS  
DRILLS
If you’re just starting out, it can help to get comfortable on the bars.  
Use the following drills as a guide.
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HANGING ON THE BAR DRILL

This drill is simple: Grab onto the bar (palms down), and hang. Depending on your height, you can use the low or high bar to 
practice. This exercise is beneficial for grip strength, forearm endurance, and shoulder strength. Start with 15 seconds, and 
build up to a minute.

CHIN HANG DRILL

This drill will help you develop the necessary arm strength to complete a pullover. Pull up to get your chin to the bar, and hang. 
Make sure your chin stays above the bar. Start with 10 seconds, and build up to 30 seconds.

CHIN HANG WITH TUCKED LEGS DRILL

This drill develops the lower abdominals, which you’ll need for your kip and pullover. Follow the same steps as the chin hang, 
only this time, pull your knees up toward your chest into a tucked position. Start with 10 seconds, and build up to 30 seconds.

PULL UP AND OVER DRILL

A pullover is a way to get on the bar before you’ve mastered a kip. 

1. With your hands on the low bar, pull up to get your chin to the bar.

2. Pull your hips up and over the bar. 

3. Arrive in front support with straight arms. 
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SQUAT ON
To practice moving from the low bar to the high bar, you’ll need to learn a squat on, which is a jump 
from the low bar to the high bar. Here are some drills to help you learn a squat on: 

GROUND RAIL SQUAT DRILL

This drill helps you practice holding onto the low bar and jumping your feet onto it in order to reach for the high bar. 

1. Using a ground rail, place your hands on the bar with your body in a plank position, simulating the position of the cast. 
Your feet will start on the ground. Keep your upper body in a rounded position throughout. 

2. Jump both feet onto the ground rail at the same time, as if you were jumping to stand on the low bar. Your feet will land 
between your hands.

3. Hop your feet back to plank.

4. Repeat 5 to 10 times. 

START
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LOW BAR HOP DRILL

Take the ground rail squat to the bars, and push it one step further.

1. Stack mats behind the bars in a way that allows you to have your hands on the bar with your body in a plank position.  
Your feet will be resting on the mats. 

2. Jump, bringing your feet onto the low bar.

3. Once your feet land, jump off the bar and catch the high bar.

4. Repeat 10 times. 

START
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SQUAT ON DRILL

Repeat the low bar hop without the mats from a little cast, and you’ve got a squat on.

1. In front support, swing your legs into a small cast.

2. Pull your legs into a tucked position, and land your feet onto the low bar.

3. Once your feet land, jump off the bar and extend to a hollow body shape to do a repulsion on the high bar.  
This will build confidence and the tightness that will allow you to catch the high bar and do a kip onto it.

4. Repeat 10 times.

C A S T  T O  H A N D S TA N D

HANDSTAND PRESS DRILL

1. Sit on the ground in a straddle shape. 

2. Press your hands into the ground, rounding your back and engaging your lower abdominals. 

3. Press your body up and into a handstand. Your legs should be together, and your toes should be pointed. 

4. Begin with one, and then work up to 10 repetitions.

A d d i t i o n A l  C A s t  t o  H A n d s tA n d  d r i l l s: 
Press up and hold a handstand first on the ground rail and then on a low beam. The goal is to move into and out of the 
handstand with control.
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CIRCLE SKILLS
A circle skill is a movement that “circles” the bar. There are several types of circle skills, some of which 
are more advanced, but all are achieved by rounding your back and pushing away from the bar. 

• A free hip circle is a circle that goes around the bar and ends in a handstand.  
A back hip circle is the beginning of this skill.

• A toe circle is another type of circle skill that requires you to have your feet  
on the bar. 

• A Stalder circle is a circle that drops and travels around the bar and ends in a handstand. 

• Legs are in straddle position. No toes touch on the bar. A straddle toe circle is the beginning of this 
skill.

C I R C L E  D R I L L S

FRONT HIP CIRCLE 

1. Begin with your hips in a front support on the bar. 

2. Round your back, and press down on the bar. 

3. Extend your upper body to begin the circle, then quickly pike your body, using momentum to circle all the  
way around the bar and end in front support. 

BACK HIP CIRCLE

1. Begin with your hips in a front support on the bar. 

2. Swing your legs into a small cast.

3. Bring your hips back toward the bar as you allow momentum to circle you backward around the bar, ending in a 
front support. 
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FREE HIP OR CLEAR HIP CIRCLE:

1. Begin with your hips in a front support on the bar.

2. Swing your legs to cast horizontal or a handstand.

3. Use your momentum to go around the bar in a hollow position without touching it.

4. Open your arms while shifting your hands, and try to finish in the horizontal position or handstand position, as you did in 
your cast.
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STALDER: 

Note: It’s best to start this drill on the strap bar and then try it spotted on the bar. 

1. Cast to straddle pike position with your toes on the bar. 

2. Round your back, and push away from the bar. Keep your toes on the bar. This begins the first part of the circle.

3. Circle all the way around the bar with your toes on the bar. 

4. Try to do three to five circles back-to-back around the bar. Once you’re comfortable circling around the bar, try it with your 
toes off the bar. Circle all the way around the bar, and you’ve completed a Stalder circle.

START
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TOE ON: 

Note: It’s best to start this drill on the strap bar and then try it spotted on the bar. 

1. From a block, start in a hollow plank position.

2. Jump to a hollow pike position, putting your toes on the bar and trying to circle around the bar.  
Once you can do a toe on from a high cast, try to kick up to a handstand at the end of the circle.
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G I A N T  D R I L L S

BABY GIANTS DRILL

After learning the tap swing, you’re ready to learn baby giants. 

1. Start from a low cast.

2. Go through tap swing, and circle around the bar with your arms straight. (The second half of the movement is almost like 
you’re circling in the second half of back hip circle.)

3. Practice regripping your hands at the top of the bar and circling around the bar. 

To do a full giant swing, you need to be able to cast to handstand. When learning, it’s best to practice over a pit and with a spot 
for safety. 

START
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STRAP BAR GIANTS DRILL
Practicing on a strap bar will allow you to focus on the body shape and the tap.  
Practice swinging back and forth until you can build up the momentum to swing  
all the way around.

After you’ve practiced these drills, you’re ready to try a giant. Practice over a pit  
and with a spot for safety.

D I S M O U N T S

SHAPING PREP DRILL

This exercise will help you practice transitioning between the two shapes needed for a proper tap swing.  
It will also help you condition your abdominal and back muscles. 

1. Place a foam roller on the ground in front of the ground rail.

2. Place your hips on the foam roller, and reach your arms to the ground rail.

3. Practice going from a rounded chest/hollow body to an extended body shape. 

START
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DISMOUNT DRILL

An effective way to practice the tap swing for your dismount is to cast, tap, and then layout flyaway, 
which is a flip off the high bar. 

Practicing in this way will allow you to maintain an open shoulder angle all the way into the release,  
which will allow for a natural progression to bigger dismounts and future release moves.  



ADVANCED 
UNEVEN 
BARS 
DRILLS
Upper-body endurance is key for elite bar routines. All of the classic conditioning will help: rope 
climb, circle sets, handstands connected to giants, and then a dismount and flyaway. Any rou-
tines that keep you on the bar for a good amount of time are key for upper-body endurance.  
 
Mastering bars requires patience and getting a feel for a good swing. Simone talks about the 
pitfalls of rushing through her skills in Chapter 5: Playback: Studying Simone’s Meets on Bars. 
The more experience and time you have on the bar, the more you’ll be able to get into the 
groove of your swing. 
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P I R O U E T T E  D R I L L S

GROUND RAIL PIROUETTE DRILL

1. Kick up into a handstand on a rail bar with your legs resting against a wall. Keep both legs together in a straight line. 

2. Pushing through your shoulders, shift your weight into one arm. 

3. Lift the other hand off the bar slightly—making sure your body stays in a straight line. 

4. Place your hand back on the bar. 

5. Repeat. 

6. Next, lift and turn your hand, allowing the rest of your body to turn while maintaining a straight line. 

Holding your body in a straight line while lifting your hands will help you get used to posting and turning without using your 
body weight. 

PIKE PRESS OR STRADDLE PRESS PIROUETTE DRILL

This exercise helps you get used to spinning on the vertical axis. 

1. Do a pike press to handstand on the floor, coming up with legs together. 

2. Do a half pirouette with your hands. The rhythm should go “one, two.” 

3. Then pirouette again for a full (again, think “one, two” with each hand), finishing in a controlled handstand position. 
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BACK EXTENSION ROLL HALF PIROUETTE DRILL

This drill for the floor teaches you how to initiate your pirouette by leading with your toes and not your belly. 

1. With straight arms, do a backward extension roll through candlestick up to a handstand. 

2. Before you reach handstand, post on your dominant arm, and do a half pirouette (called a blind change),  
ending in a controlled handstand.

3. Roll out through candlestick to standing. 

B AC k  E x t E n s i o n  r o l l  F u l l  p i r o u E t t E  d r i l l
Once you’ve tried the drill above, add on another half turn to achieve a full pirouette. This time, step down from the handstand 
instead of rolling out of it. 

START
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M A L O N E Y  D R I L L S

HANDSTAND POP DRILL

This drill will help you get used to the feeling of power coming off the bar. 

1. Do a toe circle to handstand. 

2. When you reach the handstand position, given the momentum of the circle, you should feel as though you are coming off 
the bar. This handstand repulsion will allow you to then throw the bar and complete the release. 

MALONEY PREP DRILL

1. Place a whale mat on the ground behind the low bar. 

2. Facing the high bar, start in front support on the low bar.

3. Cast to handstand. 

4. Drop, and push away from the bar as if you’re about to go into a giant.

5. Stay extended as long as possible and, rounding your back, snap your toes to the bar. 

6. After your hips have circled past the height of the low bar, release your toes.

7. Extend through your whole body into that stretched rubber-band shape Simone describes in Chapter 4:  
Uneven Bars Advanced.

8. Throw the bar as you complete the repulsion.

9. Land on the mat with your shoulders open and extended.
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MALONEY

Place a whale mat on the ground between the low and high bars so there’s enough room for you to clear the mat when you cast 
to handstand. 

1. With your back facing the high bar, start in front support on the low bar.

2. Cast to handstand. 

3. Drop and push away from the bar as if you’re about to go into a giant.

4. Stay extended as long as possible and, rounding your back, snap your toes to the bar. 

5. After your hips have circled past the height of the low bar, release your toes.

6. Extend through your whole body into that stretched rubber band shape Simone describes in Chapter 4: Uneven Bars 
Advanced.

7. Throw the bar.

8. Allow momentum to pull you up and over the bar.

9. Reach to catch the high bar in a tight, extended-body backswing. Your arms are by your ears, head tucked in, and eyes are 
looking toward the bar. 

START
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T K AT C H E V  D R I L L S

GROUND PREP DRILL

This allows you to practice the Tkatchev motion on the ground. 

1. Place a wedge mat going downhill and an eight-inch mat behind it. The thinnest side will be closer to the eight-inch mat. 

2. Sit on the wedge mat with your back toward the eight-inch mat. 

3. Do a back extension roll through hollow pike position. Instead of going to a handstand, open your shoulders and hips into 
a bridge shape with your head tucked in.

4. Repeat the same roll and bridge-throwing action to finish in a seated position with your legs straddling behind you all the 
way to your stomach.
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D I S M O U N T

GIANT TO A FLYAWAY DRILL

This drill is a helpful way to practice the release into a dismount. Try this into the pit or with soft mats stacked high  
on the landing. 

1. From your giant, keep your shoulders open.

2. Go through your tap with a stretched rubber-band shape.

3. Your toes should tap up above the bar at the same time that you release the bar. Your shoulders should be open and your 
arms stretched by your ears.

4. At the height of your flyaway, your hips should be over the high bar. 

If you do this properly, you will master your flyaway and have enough height to complete more difficult dismounts. 

START
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SCORING

 Gymnasts are judged by the Code of Points, a rule book that outlines the point 
values of various skills. American gymnasts competing at levels 1 through 10 are judged 
under the Junior Olympic Code of  Points; elite gymnasts are judged under the Code of 
Points created by the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique (FIG), the organization 
that oversees World Championships and the Olympics. In the past, FIG’s scores used to 
have a maximum value of 10—you’ve probably heard the expression “a perfect 10.” But in 
2006, FIG altered its system to factor the difficulty of skills and routines into its scores.
   These days, the total score for a gymnast’s routine is actually the sum of two scores: 
the Difficulty Score (D) and the Execution Score (E). The Difficulty Score reflects the  
total difficulty value (DV) of skills plus the connection value (CV) and compositional 
requirements (CR). The Execution Score rates the performance in terms of execution and 
artistry. Two judges make up the D Panel. Each judge independently determines his or her 
Difficulty Score, and then the two judges must come to a consensus. The Execution Score is 
determined by six judges on the E Panel. The score begins at 10, and deductions for errors 
in execution, technique, or artistry are subtracted from this baseline. Judges separately 
determine their scores for a routine, the highest and lowest scores are dropped, and the 
average of the remaining four scores becomes the final Execution Score. To give you an 
idea, the Biles on vault comes in at a 6.4 in FIG’s current Code of Points, which makes it one 
of the two highest-scoring vaults in gymnastics. (The other is the Produnova, named for 
Russian gymnast Yelena Produnova.) 
 When you’re creating and executing a routine, familiarize yourself with the Code 
of Points that relates to your level of competition and the organization within which you’re 
competing. That way, you can make sure your routine is designed to achieve maximum 
points for your skill range and that you hit all the requirements.

 



BASIC 
FLOOR 
DRILLS
The beginner drills described here can be great refreshers or side  
stations for advanced gymnasts.
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CARTWHEEL AND ROUNDOFF DRILLS

A few of these drills will help you practice the proper hand placement. 

CARTWHEEL WALL DRILL

Mark a line on the floor with chalk or tape to help keep your movement in one straight line.

1. Reach your arms up by your ears. 

2. Step through mountain climber lunge. 

3. Move your hands into cartwheel placement one hand at a time. 

4. Kick up to side handstand with your legs in a straddle position and your feet on the wall. Your hips should be flat and your 
belly should be facing the wall. 

5. Look under your armpit in the direction you’re going.

6. Turn your hips square to the wall.

7. Step down to complete your cartwheel, moving through lever (pictured), with arms up by your ears.

8. Finish with your hips square and one foot in front of the other. 

START
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KNEE FLOOR CARTWHEEL DRILL 

After you’ve practiced the drill above against the wall, try it on the floor away from the wall. 

1. Mark a line on the floor with chalk or tape to help keep your movement in one straight line.

2. Begin in a half-kneeling position: One leg is at a 90-degree angle while the knee of your other leg is on the floor. 

3. Reach your arms up by your ears with your shoulders shrugged. 

4. Move your hands into cartwheel placement one hand at a time. 

5. Kick up to side handstand with your hips flat. 

6. Look under your armpit in the direction you’re  
going and turn your hips square in the same direction. 

7. Return to standing with your hips square and your arms by your ears.

  
 T

IP
 F

OR  COAC H E S

One simple way  
to check hand  
position is to 

put chalk on the 
gymnast’s hands to 

mark where they land 
on the floor. 

START
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TUNNEL DRILL 

1. Make a passageway by propping or stacking panel mats or eight-inchers. It should be wide enough for you to walk 
through. 

2. First, try a cartwheel starting from one knee.

3. Then try it from standing.

KNEE FLOOR ROUNDOFF DRILL 

1. Make a line on the floor with chalk or tape to help keep your movement in one straight line.

2. Begin on one knee with your arms up by your ears. 

3. Place your hands on the line, then kick into your roundoff. 

4. Snap your head to look under your armpit.

5. Make sure your hips are flat overhead.

6. Push off of your hands, and bring your feet to the ground together. 

7. Stand up out of the roundoff and bring both arms up at the same time.
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STANDING ROUNDOFF WALL DRILL WITH SNAP

1. Start facing the wall with your knee lifted. Your arms are up and shoulders shrugged.

2. Step through mountain climber lunge.

3. Kick up into a side handstand: First, put one hand down in front of you. Next, place your other hand at a  
90-degree angle to the first. Your shoulders, wrist, and torso should be toward the wall.

4. Your legs will follow. Flex the foot of the leg that’s closest to the wall, and allow the toes to rest against the wall.  
Keep the other leg vertical in the air.

5. Practice snapping your entire body into a vertical position all at once.

6. Step down.

7. Repeat 10 times. 

START
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CAT BACK BLOCK DRILL

This exercise helps you with the second half of a roundoff.

1. Place a panel mat on the ground. 

2. Kneel on the floor, and place your hands in front of you on the panel mat. 

3. Round your back like a cat. 

4. Push off your hands all the way through your fingers to practice your block. 

5. Maintain that rounded position in your back and cover your ears with your arms. 

6. Return to your original position.

BACK HANDSPRING DRILL 1

1. Position stacked panel mats parallel to one another—the number of mats you need will vary depending on the height of the 
gymnast. Make sure there’s enough space between the mats so you’ll be able to stand. Place another set of stacked panel 
mats at one end, connecting the parallel mats and creating a U-shape. Place a circular mat on top of the two parallel mats, 
like a bridge. 

2. Sit in chair pose with your back to the circular mat. 

3. Jump up and back, emphasizing turning over your hips. 

4. Place your hands down on the other side of the mat. 

5. Pike your legs down with straight knees. Bring your hands up to finish. 
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BACK HANDSPRING WEDGE MAT DRILL

This exercise will help you with the first part of a back handspring. Be sure to use a spot when trying this drill for the first time. 

1. With your back facing the wedge, sit into your normal chair position. 

2. Jump up and back, turning your hips over. Instead of completing the back handspring,  
pause once your hands touch the ground and your hips are extended. 

3. Roll out. 

START
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BACK HANDSPRING EIGHT-INCH MAT DRILL

1. Place an eight-inch mat on the floor. 

2. Stand on the mat, and sit in chair pose. 

3. Jump up and back, turning over your hips. 

4. Pass through the handstand. Extend through your shoulders. 

5. Land in a tight, hollow-body position. 



ADVANCED 
FLOOR  
DRILLS
These drills will help you take your floor routines to the next level.
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PANEL MAT SCOOP THROUGH DRILL

1. Place a folded panel mat lengthwise in front of you. 

2. Position a whale mat behind the panel mat. Leave enough room between the mats to complete the skill.

3. Make a line with chalk or tape on the panel mat. 

4. Stand in front of the panel mat. 

5. Lift one knee, and raise your arms alongside your ears. 

6. Using the same techniques you worked on in prior drills, step onto the panel mat and kick into your roundoff.

7. Push off of your arms with enough power to scoop your feet under you and land on the whale mat in a rounded position. 

START
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MENTAL TRAINING

“Sometimes we call it ‘dream routines’: You kind of  

dream your routine in your head so that you get 

a feel of what you’re about to do going up to that 

equipment. Once you salute, you’re there.”

Like most sports, gymnastics has a significant mental component. The more advanced you 
are, the higher the pressure: The skills are more complex (and far more dangerous), the 
stakes are higher, and there are more eyes on you in the audience. You also have only one 
chance to perform your complex routines. Mindset can make or break a performance.  
Here are a few ways to start training your brain and body to do what you need them to do:

B R E AT H I N G  T E C H N I Q U E S 

• Deep breathing. A simple way to calm your body and mind is to breathe deeply and 
slowly. Inhale for a count of five, pause, and exhale for a count of five. As you breathe, 
try to relax your jaw and forehead, allow your shoulders to drop, and release any ten-
sion in your back or belly. Practice for a few minutes or until you feel centered. 

• Belly breathing. Diaphragmatic or belly breathing slows your heartbeat and can  
lower blood pressure. Lie on your back on the floor with your knees bent and feet  
resting on the floor. Place one hand on your chest and one on your belly. Take a deep 
inhale through your nose—the hand on your belly will sense your stomach expanding. 
Tighten the muscles in your abdomen as you exhale through your mouth. Practice for 
five to ten minutes, or aim for a certain number of complete breaths.

• Extend your exhale. If you’re nervous, try making your exhale twice as long as your 
inhale: Inhale for a count of four and then exhale for a count of eight.

• Synced breathing. Slowly lift your arms as you inhale. When you exhale, lower your 
arms. Repeat. The movement should be in sync with the breath in a relaxed and easy 
manner. 
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C O N C E N T R AT I O N  T O O L S

• Spot focus. This exercise is also a breathing technique that will help hone your concen-
tration skills. Sitting with your spine straight, shift your attention to the movement of the 
breath. Choose a part of the body that is easy to sense—it can be the movement of the 
belly, the rise and fall of the chest, or even the feeling of air as it passes through the tip 
of the nose. Then really focus on this one part of the body. Set a timer for a few minutes. 
Whenever your attention wanders, refocus your attention on that part of the body. With 
time, you’ll find that your attention wanders less often and your power of concentration 
is sharper.

• Count your steps. Simone mentions counting her steps through a routine if she needs 
help concentrating. You can use this technique too. The numbers will give your mind a 
point of focus, which will allow you to relax and rely on your training.

• Memorization and learning. Memorize every lyric of your favorite song, and practice 
singing it without the music to test yourself on the words. Learning new words (in 
English or another language) and practicing a musical instrument are good ways to 
grow concentration skills too.

V I S UA L I Z AT I O N S ,  O R  “ D R E A M  R O U T I N E S ”

Simone mentions “dream routines” as a way to prepare for the intense pressure of competi-
tion. Follow the visualization exercise below:

• Get into a comfortable position, and mentally scan your body to release any tension. 
Allow your body and mind to relax. (Being relaxed is key because you’re teaching the 
body that it can be “relaxed” and safe even when the pressure is on.)

• Focus your attention on your breathing, or use another technique to tap into your 
concentration.

• Imagine yourself waking up on the day of an upcoming competition. Picture yourself 
getting ready or arriving at the site. Use as much detail as possible so your mind thinks 
the experience is real, and maintain a positive and relaxed state of being as you visu-
alize each of the steps. Picture yourself arriving at the gym and doing your warm-up 
stretches. Picture the people who would be there: your coach, your teammates, and 
any family members. If you’re preparing for a beam routine, hear your name called, 
and allow yourself to feel relaxed and even excited: You’re about to show everyone 
what you’ve been working on in your training. Visualize yourself as you walk toward the 
beam. Feel the floor beneath your feet, and imagine yourself feeling relaxed and confi-
dent. Pause as you salute. Feel the beam under your hand as you mount and begin your 
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routine. Walk through every skill in your routine, and imagine yourself feeling confident, 
centered, and calm during every element and transition. Really try to feel yourself per-
forming the steps—imagine your muscles engaging, your toes pointing. Go as slowly as 
you need.

• After you’ve imagined the perfect dismount, imagine yourself feeling proud for com-
pleting a challenging routine. Watch yourself hug your coach, a parent, or a teammate, 
or even see yourself leap into the air with joy—whatever feels to you like the right way to 
celebrate your achievement.

Practice your “dream routines” on your days off, then test out your performance in the gym.



BASIC 
BEAM 
DRILLS
The drills below build off the drills demonstrated in Chapter 10: Balance Beam Basics.  
In general, these drills can be worked on in progression: first on the floor with a tape or chalk 
outline simulating the beam, then on the ground beam, then on the low beam. 
 
If the word beam is used in the drills below, know that this can mean a beam shape  
you draw on the floor. 
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HANDSTAND DRILL 1

1. Place a spotting block at the end of the beam.

2. Stand on the beam and face the block.

3. With your arms by your ears, place your hands on the beam as close to the block as possible. 

4. Kick into handstand.

5. Hold for 10 seconds, finding your balance. 

6. Step down into a lunge, arms by your ears.

7. Repeat. 

The block is there both to stop you from kicking over and to eliminate the fear of falling over. This will help you practice the 
hand placement on the beam as well as balance. Your thumbs should be together, and your fingers wrap around the side of the 
beam. Arms straight, tight body, eyes on the beam. 
 

A gymnast can 
also practice their 
handstand hold 
against the wall.
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FRONT WALKOVER DRILL 1

Start this one on the floor or a floor beam.

1. Kick into a handstand split. 

2. Let your lead leg drop to the beam.

3. Look toward the beam and toward your leg so you can spot the placement.

4. Hold for a moment.

5. From here, with your leg lifted, push your hips forward to stand up in locked position. 

6. Repeat.

START
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FRONT WALKOVER DRILL 2

Now try the same on the low beam.

1. Stack panels to the height of the beam at one end of the beam. 

2. Kick into a handstand split with your hands on the beam. 

3. Lower your lead leg to the beam.

4. Look toward the beam and toward your leg so you can spot the placement.

5. Hold for a moment.

6. From here, with your leg lifted, push your hips forward to stand up in locked position. 

7. Repeat.

BACK WALKOVER PREP DRILL 

Start this one on the floor or a floor beam.

1. With your arms by your ears, stand and lift one leg. 

2. Lifting from your rib cage, begin to arch back. 

3. Try to see the line or beam behind you.

4. Stand back up to locked position.

5. Repeat. 
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BACK WALKOVER DRILL 1

Start this one on the floor or a floor beam. It can help to have your coach spot you the first time you try this.

1. With your arms by your ears, stand and lift one leg. 

2. Lifting from your rib cage, begin to arch back. 

3. Try to see the line or beam behind you.

4. Continue reaching until your hands hit the floor or beam and you’re in a bridge position. 

5. Kick over into a handstand split. 

6. Hold your handstand position. 

7. Step down into a lunge or locked position with your arms by your ears. 

8. Repeat.

BACK WALKOVER DRILL 2:

Try this on the low beam.

1. Stack panel mats at one end of the beam. 

2. Stand on the mats. 

3. With your arms by your ears, lift one leg. 

4. Lift from your rib cage, and begin to arch back. 

5. Look for the beam behind you.

6. Place your hands on the beam. 

7. Kick over into a handstand split. 

8. Hold your handstand position.

9. Step down into a lunge or locked position with your arms by your ears and stand on the beam. 

10. Repeat.
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ADVANCED BEAM DRILLS
The skills you perform on beam include the ones you can do easily on floor—just with one foot 
slightly in front of the other or with an altered hand position.  
 
The main thing about beam is overcoming your fear and building your confidence, which you’ll 
do by working on the proper technique.     
 
To practice more advanced dismounts, stack mats higher than the beam at one end of the 
beam. This way you can practice tumbling uphill—the goal is to over-rotate your timer, whether 
it’s a back tuck, layout, or full, so that you land on your back on the mats.   
 
As Simone demonstrates in Chapter 11: Balance Beam Advanced, tumbling uphill helps  
improve all of your advanced beam skills. 
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COACH-GYMNAST COMMUNICATION

Clear communication between a coach and gymnast is key. Here are some tips for  
nurturing that relationship:

• Check in with yourself at every practice. Learn to listen to your body and look out for 
changes; soreness can be good, but a sprain or strain may indicate you need to rest or 
hold back. Listen to that “gut” feeling so you can be aware if something is happening 
that doesn’t feel right—whether it’s a new skill you’re trying or something occurring in 
your life.

• If you feel frustrated or uncomfortable—for whatever reason—speak up. Your coach 
can’t help you if she or he doesn’t know what is happening. Effective communication 
can be challenging and will take practice. With time, you will become more confident. 
 If you ever have doubts about whether you can bring up concerns with your coach, seek 
the support of a parent or trusted adult.

• Take charge of your program. Remember, you can engage your coaches to create the 
right plan for your goals. There are times when they may be pushing you too hard— 
and times when you’re not being challenged enough. As Simone says, they’re there  
to help you. 



BASIC 
VAULT 
DRILLS
Working on the trampoline means you can do these skills over and over again  
and perfect your form without having less of an impact on your body. 
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PREFLIGHT DRILLS 
It’s useful to learn a front handspring for any front vault. 

FRONT HANDSPRING DRILL

This helps you work on the shape of the preflight.

1. Start on the tumble track trampoline.

2. Bounce to your knees in a nice, rounded shape. Make sure to keep your core engaged. 

3. From there, bounce to an angled handstand (at about 45 degrees) in a “preflight” position. 

4. Return to your knees.

5. Repeat: Knee, bounce, knee, bounce, either moving all the way down the trampoline or staying in one place. 
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YURCHENKO PREFLIGHT DRILL 1

This drill helps you work on the roundoff and bounce off. It also helps you learn to get your chest up off the board quickly. That 
way, you’ll be able to do a perfect straight jump while still traveling back, and land on your feet on the stacked mats.  
Using mats will help you build to a Yurchenko. 

1. Place a springboard in front of stacked mats. A combination of mats, like a whale mat with a few eight-inchers on top of it, 
works well. The mats should be close to the height of the vault. Make sure the u-pad is around the board. 

2. Round off onto the board, and rebound with feet together. 

3. Land standing up straight on the stacked-up mats with your arms by your ears. (If you don’t get your chest up quickly,  
you’ll land on the mats on your bum.) 

Once you’ve mastered the above, try the same drill again, but land all the way on your back. 

START
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YURCHENKO PREFLIGHT DRILL 2

The focus of this drill is to practice the body shape into the preflight. It simulates how you should enter your back handspring 
and helps assuage any fear (since there’s no vault there for you to run into). Use the same setup as the Yurchenko preflight (1).

1. Round off onto the board.

2. Layout. 

3. Land on the stacked eight-incher mats. 

Focus on quick arm action into the layout. Keep your body completely extended all the way around. 
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BASIC LANDING DRILLS

All skills build on the basics. These drills are useful for beginners and seasoned vets. 

• If you can’t yet do a backflip off the vault, just stand on the vault and jump off to familiarize yourself with “sticking” the 
landing. 

• You can also jump off backward to practice landing. 

• Once you can do a flip, practice a plain back tuck or a plain front tuck off of the vault. 

• Upgrade from there: standing layout, then a full. 

Landing drills  
can also be taught  

as a game. Put your 
students into teams, 

and give them a 
point for every time 
they stick a landing. 
The first team to 10 

points wins. 



ADVANCED 
VAULT 
DRILLS
Even when you’ve reached an advanced level with your vault skills, it still helps to practice the 
preflight, which is everything that happens between the springboard and the vault table. If 
you have a strong roundoff and a strong entry into your back handspring, you’ll be able to do 
almost anything off of the vault with time and practice.  
 
Everything in the postflight depends on the preflight. Postflight is everything that happens  
after you’ve touched the table. All skills will be dependent on your body position: Your shape 
and an engaged core will determine which way you flip, twist, and fly.  
 
After you’ve learned a strong entry, you can take the skills you’ve already mastered on floor—a 
roundoff back handspring layout, say—and work them into your vaults.  
 
For advanced vaults, the main thing that changes is what happens after you’ve blocked off the 
vault table. Right now, all advanced vaults begin with a Yurchenko entry, but you can always 
add a half twist, like Simone does. 
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POSTFLIGHT DRILL

Try this drill into a pit. 

1. Turn the mats sideways so that they’re close to, but not touching, the vault and stacked up as high or higher than the vault. 

2. Do a roundoff back handspring onto the vault. 

3. Once your feet touch the mats, push off into a back tuck or layout. (The mats help you learn where the backflip will occur 
and allow you to separate the handspring and back tuck into building blocks.)

4. Take the mats away, and do the flip directly out of the back handspring. You’re already in the pit, so it won’t hurt if you fall.

START
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LANDING DRILLS
Depending on the vault you’re practicing, you can do these into the pit first and then add mats in the 
pit, so you’re learning how to spot the floor and absorb the landing. 

OFF THE VAULT DRILL

This drill will help reinforce the twist off the vault for a Yurchenko. It’ll also help you find the floor so you know how  
to land out of it. 

1. Start out standing on the vault, facing the direction you want to land. 

2. Do a handstand onto the vault.

3. Then step down onto the vault, and jump off to do a layout. Try again with a half, then a full—or more if you can. 

This will help you with body awareness while practicing your landing in a safe and comfortable landing area. 

START
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THE WIDE WORLD OF GYMNASTICS COMPETITIONS

 Before you can get to the Olympics or the World Championships, you have to hit the 
lower levels of competition, not unlike baseball players going through Little League before 
they can get to the minors or the majors. 
  Simone talks about participating in Talent Opportunity Programs, or TOPs, an 
educational program that seeks to identify gymnasts between the ages of 7 and 11 who 
display exceptional talent. Through TOPs, those gymnasts compete in local and state com-
petitions in a process known as “testing”; the top-scoring 7- and 8-year-olds are considered 
for the National Team, and the top-scoring 9- and 11-year-olds compete in national testing 
to determine who will make the National Team. The TOPs National Team is made up of 
about 70 gymnasts. Even if a gymnast doesn’t make the National Team, there is a lot of fun 
and progress that can happen at the local and regional competitions. And with the right 
discipline and training program, gymnasts can make tremendous strides from one year to 
the next. 
  The highest tier of gymnastics competition is classified as elite. There are two age 
groups: Junior (ages 11 to 15) and Senior (16 and up). In order to become an elite gymnast, 
you must achieve both a Compulsory and an Optional score. That score will allow you to 
compete at the American Classic and the U.S. Classic. It’s only at those two meets that you 
can qualify for the U.S. Championships. National Team members are only selected at the 
USA Nationals. 
  Of course, it’s important to remember that every gymnast has different goals: Yours 
might be to have fun flipping and learning new skills, to develop strength and body aware-
ness, or to cultivate confidence (a discipline that will serve you long after your time in the 
gym). But knowing the training and competition history of the American gymnasts you see 
at the Olympics might give you something to work toward. 




